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Propositions on the relationship between Puritanism and Science are usually 
referred to as "Merton Thesis". The basic idea of the argument is that Puritan values 
or Puritan ethics, which are the dominant values and thoughts and feelings at that time, 
has a compatibility and affinity with values of science, and promoted the growth of 
science by the actual behavior of people. Pietism to the development of science in 
Germany was equivalent to Puritanism to the development of science in the United 
Kingdom. Compatibility between the pietism ethical value system and the values of 
science contribute to the development of science. 
Becker put forward the challenge of the empirical evidence to Merton thesis, trying 
to deny the legitimacy of the Merton thesis. Baker checked the pietism values its 
relationship with science, and explains how the beliefs and values transformed into 
practice in the field of education at that time. He analyzed the pietism and conflict 
between rationalism and science, and discussed the relationship between the pietism 
and Lutheran church, pietism reaction to the Enlightenment and its performance in the 
field of education in that period. In addition, Becker put Oetinger who was a pietism 
theologian as a typical case, and analyzed the suppression and hostility for the rise of 
modern science according to his theological interpretation of science. In connection 
with Becker’s criticism, Merton reiterated the general theoretical contexts and 
methods of the “Puritan-Science thesis”, and clarified the misunderstandings in a 
certain degree. Becker and Merton also launched a debate on “the fallacy of latest 
word” and “the fallacy of received word”. 
Based on the criticism of pietism relations with science, Becker put forward the 
challenges of the empirical evidence to the "Protestant-Science Thesis" further. He 
argued that the validity of the "Puritan-Science Thesis" can't support the validity of 
the "Protestant-Science Thesis". Becker showed that the students' interest in education 
is not closely connected with their religious backgrounds through analysis of the 
situation of secondary school enrollments in German, and suggest that denominational 
















religious ethics but the results of more complex social and historical factors by 
analyzing the family background of German scientists. 
Becker's criticism posed a threat to Merton thesis, and examined the legitimacy of 
the Merton thesis; however, it did misunderstand the theoretical interests and contexts 
of Merton thesis to some extent. In short, the debates about Merton thesis has broaden 
the vision and ideas of the studies to Merton thesis, and also provide a useful 
inspiration and opportunities for further research to the later researchers. 
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学会的前身）的 10 位成员中有 7人是清教徒，一人是非清教徒，
两人宗教倾向不明。而且在“皇家学会的 1663 年的那份首批会员
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    哈佛大学历史学家拉巴（T.K.Rabb）于 1962 年发表了他的《清教与英格兰实
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